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Survey Statistics: Supervision and
Teacher Learning Course Evaluation
The statistics are calculated based only on the attempts being used
in the grading option (Last attempt, First attempt, Lowest Score,
Highest Score, or Average of Scores). If Average of Scores is the
grading option, then all attempts are included in the statistics.

 

Name Supervision and Teacher Learning Course Evaluation
Attempts 2 (Total of 2 attempts for this assessment)
Instructions
Alignments

Question 1:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
50.00%
0.00%
50.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

The course is presented in an organized manner.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 2:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
Course goals were clearly stated.
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100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 3:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

The instructor kept me sufficiently informed via announcements,
emails, feedback on assignments, etc.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 4:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

I felt the instructor was available to me when and if I needed him.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 5:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%

Assignments reinforced course materials and readings.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
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0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 6:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

Course materials and assignments were relevant to me as a student of
supervision and teaching.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 7:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

The textbooks and supplementary readings were relevant and well
chosen.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 8:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%

The course opened my eyes to the current state of teacher evaluation
and supervision.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
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0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 9:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

The instructor provided helpful and appropriate feedback on my
thinking and writing.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 10:   Opinion Scale/Likert

Percent Answered
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Unanswered 0.00%

 I satisfied my personal learning goals for this course.

To a very high degree
To a considerable degree
To a moderate degree
To a small degree
Hardly at all

Question 11:   Short Answer

Unanswered Responses
0

Given Answers

In a few words describe a feature or component of the course that you
liked and would recommend keeping that was not questioned by the
previous set of multiple choice items.  Providing an explanation for
your opinion will be appreciated. 

The layout and pace of this course was optimal for learning. I also
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liked that we had a choice in how we presented certain assignments
and were encouraged to think outside the box. The content of the
course couldn't have been more timely and helpful. I would suggest
that an iteration of this course be presented to students in the K-12
LIFTS program as well, even if it is 1 credit. I also think this course
would be great as a three credit course, since there is so much
relevant content and reading. Loved it!

I really enjoy discussion boards in distance learning classes and
would like to see more response/discussion posts, which might mean
including more readings that would encourage discussion

Question 12:   Short Answer

Unanswered Responses
0

Given Answers

In a few words describe a feature or component of the course that you
did not like and would recommend eliminating.  Giving a reason for
your opinion will be very helpful.

Re-organize the course and eliminate the broken links -- adapt
assignments with new, modern videos or materials

I appreciate the convenience of online classes, however, as a
traditional student, I would have appreciated one or two Saturday
classes.

←←  OKOK
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